
It’s A Dog’s Life!  
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Sometimes, inadvertently, we tread into minefields. 

 I was workshopping creative writing at a primary school when the conversation 

turned to pets. 

 “Do you have a pet?” asked a very small girl with very large eyes. 

 Briefly I considered the dumbo, funny-me answer – an aardvark, a mastodon, a pair of 

polka-dot parrots – before answering honestly. 

 “No.” 

 She and her gathering group of friends eyed me suspiciously. 

 “Not even a dog?” asked one. 

 “Particularly not a dog,” I said grandiloquently.  

 Bang! Mine duly detonated. 

 

You gotta be careful with dogs. I know that now. People love their dogs as much as – more 

than? – they love their children. You criticise dog ownership, you’re not just shooting Bambi 

but hanging, drawing and quartering the poor deer. 

 And they’re everywhere. Dogs have taken over the burbs. I stand at my kitchen 

window and watch them walking their owners every afternoon, an unceasing parade of 

poodles, collies and poo-collies, terrors masquerading as terriers, the volleyball mob (setters 

and retrievers), golden labs and brassy-looking labs as well as the inevitable clutch of cross-

overs; mix-matches, mismatches and what-the-hells. 

 It’s like there’s been this ecosystemic shift, whereby people have dropped a rung to 

accommodate the elevation of dogs. I see a future in which we are offered a small room at the 

back of the kennel while our owners chase their tails in the Jacuzzi. It will be us who are 

walked and watered, us who will fart elegantly after a bowl of chicken-liver chewies before 

curling up on the floor like a 3D rug. 

 Not a bad life, all things considered. 

 I have owned two dogs in my fifty-plus years. The first was an over-energised silky 

terrier who was cruelly christened as Muff. I’m not sure how or why this happened, but I was 

a mere child and not in any way appreciative of the innuendoes made available by this tragic 

creature’s name. These were conservative times so Muff did not get out and about as much as 



Muff wanted to – until one balmy afternoon when the silly bugger found a route and took on 

a truck in a battle which reversed the David-Goliath paradigm. Muff was stuffed. 

 The second dog was also weirdly named. Spunky was a mongrel but the darnedest, 

itsy-bitsy, lick-my-face pup you’d ever wish to see. We took him home because somehow 

we’d found ourselves with two children and thought it would be wholesome for them to grow 

up with a dog. This was our Pleasantville phase; lovely home, two lovely kids and cute-as-a-

button dog. Which would have been fine, had not Spunky the pup morphed at steroid pace 

into Spunky the brontosaurus, our children cowering inside as this piebald dinosaur bounced 

enthusiastically around the garden. 

 Bye-bye Spunk. 

 So these days, no dogs, no pets of any kind, the point being that I’m too selfish and 

too inept. Looking after me is a challenge. A goldfish would have no hope. 
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